
GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES   
The Missing Link in Health 

 
One may assume that GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES and mental issues  

(psychosomatic) are the most unknown factors in the entire medical world.  
They are most likely responsible for most illnesses and the reason many people  

can not really improve and sustain their health. 
 

Most medical doctors were never educated in the universities on  
GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES. 

Consquently they do not know anything about it and so they do not check their patients  
on their exposure of GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES. Besides they have no concept what to do about 

it. In many cases it even may sound like they do not want to know, as it pushes them out of their  
comfort zones. 

 
Yes GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES is a very complex subject with a wide spread of possible causes 

and reasons. However the following pages summarize it all in a most compact presentation. 
 

If one gets the basic concept of GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES one simply determines if a patient is 
exposed to them. One can say that basically everyone of us is exposed as they run through every  

office, sleeping and living room, school class and hospital. 
 

The consequences in the society are enormous. And may be there are groups of interest which do 
not want to carry out the consquences of protecting every office, household, school and hospital...... 

 
In older times people were much more sensitive and aware of the GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES 
and acted accordingly by building their homes and particular certain rooms avoiding these chaotic 
zones. Nowadays most of us have lost a natural feel for these negative zones and we are even not 

aware about the problem anymore. In a world with a poluation size as we have it now, it is impossible 
to build schools, homes, offices and hospitals without conflicting with GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES. 

 
 

THE SOLUTION ? 
The obvious way to handle these GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES is to avoid them. 

However in most cases this is not possible. The solution is to install products which turn the 
chaotic harmful GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES into a harmonized condition by nullifying 

the harmful frequencies, 
 

PROTECT PRO presents the devices 
Smart Defender SD9-1  SD9-5  SD9-10  SD9-50 

to do exactly this. 
 
 

For more scientific details than the ones on the following pages please visit 
 

http://erdmagnetfeld.pimath.de/global_grids.html 
https://www.gaia-legacy.ch/the-geomantic-lines/
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Earth Rays 
The terms “Earth Radiation,” “Earth Rays,” and “E-Rays,” most commonly refer to harmful electrically 
charged rays emanating from the ground. EARTH RAYS create GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES and 

are only harmful when we are exposed to them for a extended amount of time.  
 

Places we stay for a long time are typically our bed, living room couch, office chair, in school and 
hopistals etc. Now if these locations are exposed to EARTH RAYS the bodies / health will be effected 

without any doubt. 
 

EARTH RAYS can affect the energy balance of our bodies positively. When we take a walk in nature, 
for example, we feel refreshed, less stressed, and more mentally acute. This is, in part, because we 

cross a wide range of earth radiation lines and our bodies take advantage of these changing impulses 
and we are not exposed to an extended amount of time to a particular ray. 

 
 

Earth Radiation and Geopathic Stress 
To date, EARTH RADIATION and the GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES it creates on the human  

bodyhave sparked controversy among scientists and researchers as scientific measurable methods 
have not been fully developed. Some dismiss these concepts entirely.  

But others have long understood that energetic forces exist on earth which affect our health, our en-
ergy level and maybe as well our mental stablity both positively and negatively. These forces can be 
detected with dowsing rods, compass needles and Kinesiology. The company PROTECT PRO has 

developed a measuring tool to discover and to support 
findings and PROTEC PRO has developed products to solve the problems.  

 
In this context it is interesting that most Building Biologists, who otherwise think and act according to 
strict scientific principles, acknowledge the existence of GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES created  by 

WATER VEINS. They consider these phenomena self-evident and include their locations in analyses 
of indoor living environments.  Additionally, they work on information about how to protect one self 

from them. 
The term GEOPATHIC STRESS is commonly used in connection with WATER VEINS because it is 

difficult to differentiate between which veins are and aren’t pathogenic.  
 

Experts argue that the electrical energy of WATER VEINS comes from the friction of subterranean 
currents and rock.  

For more information on how water veins work see the WATER VEIN paragraph further below. 
 

In addition to WATER VEINS, experts have identified other factors which contribute to GEOPATHIC 
STRESS and which, together, form a global grid or series of grids.  

 
There is the well known CURRY GRID, described by the Germans Dr. Manfred Curry and Dr. 

Wittmann (1952). See further below. 
 

Another grid known in the world of science is the HARTMANN GRID discovered by the German Dr. 
Ernst Hartmann (1954). See further below. 

 
The BENKER GRID as discovered by the Austrian Anton Benker seems to be the least known of all. 

See further below. 
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Curry Grid 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This grid is named after Manfred Curry, an American doctor born in Munich, Germany in 1899. Curry 
spent most of his life in Germany. Although the grid is named after Curry, who published it in 1952, it 

was actually discovered by the German Siegfried Wittmann in 1950. 
 

The CURRY GRID  runs diagonally to the HARTMANN GRID (see below). Its lines measure between 
12 and 16 inches (30 cm – 41 cm) in width and are spaced between 8 and 11.5 feet (2.44 and  3.51) 

apart. Like the HARTMANN GRID, the CURRY GRID also encompasses the entire Earth.  
 

Moon cycles influence the intensity of the CURRY GRID. At full moon, energy levels are particularly 
strong where it intersects with the HARTMANN GRID. 

In any case the CURRY GRID creates GEOPATHIC STRESSE ZONES. 
Some maintain that if it also crosses an underground waterway at that point, it becomes especially 

dangerous for people. During the day, its intensity reduces, but at night it is much stronger and it can 
lead among others to insomnia.  

Experts believe that the CURRY GRID originates from cosmic radiation rather than radiation coming 
from the Earth. 

 
This picture is a simplified graphical depiction of the CURRY GRID and the HARTMANN GRID. 
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Hartmann Grid 
 
 

 
 
 

The German physician Ernst Hartmann discovered in 1954 the HARTMANN GRID and described in 
detail in his book “Krankheit als Standortproblem”  (Illness as a consequence due to location). The 

HARTMANN GRID is associated with the Earth’s magnetic field.  
 

Its lines measure approximately between 8 and 12 inches (20 cm and 30 cm) in width. These lines 
are spaced about 6 feet apart (1.80 m) in the north-south direction and about 10 feet apart (3 m) in 
the east-west direction. However, these values can vary immensely depending on the geographical 

location.  
 

The HARTMANN GRID is often referred to as a GLOBAL GRID and again creates GEOPATHIC 
STRESS ZONES. In his book, Hartmann provides clear evidence for the pathogenic character of the 

grid.  
 
 

This following image is a simplified graphical depiction of the  
CURRY GRID and the HARTMANN GRID combined. 
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Benker Grid 
 

Named after the Austrian master carpenter and avid dowser Anton Benker, the BENKER GRID is a 
spatial system comprised of rows and columns of cubes with a length and width measurement of 33 

feet (10 meters). 
 
 

It is also referred to as the 10 Meter System and as the BENKER CUBICAL SYSTEM.  
Each cube is electrically charged and the polarity changes from one cube to the next.  

 
A positively charged cube should support and encourage life processes,  

but it can have the opposite effect if exposure is excessive.  
 

Similarly, negatively charged cubes usually have a calming effect but can also extract energy  
from the body if exposure becomes excessive.  

 
Electromagnetic influences (electro smog) distort and amplify the intensity and spread of the 

BENKER GRID. This can, in turn, create areas of irritation that are extremely threatening to our 
health as again a GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES are established. 

 
Anton Benker conducted experiments on multiple sclerosis and cancer patients, which confirmed their 

connection with the BENKER CUBICAL SYSTEM. 
 

Researchers have also proposed that, like the CURRY GRID, the BENKER GRID is the result of  
cosmic influences and not of radiation from the Earth’s interior. 

 
 

 

 
This picture is a simplified representation of the Benker Grid.  

The cubes are about 33 ft (10 meters) high and wide  
and are spaced about 3 ft (1 meter) apart. 
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Water Veins and Faults  
 

Cosmic influences or the Earth’s magnetic field cause the lattice networks described above.  
There may be quite a few types of radiation from the Earth’s interior in addition to terrestrial radiation 

generated by underground running water (AQUIFERS / WATER VEINS), ROCK FRACTURES or 
FAULTS within the Earth (geologic factors).  

 
 
 

Rock Fractures 
Cracks and crevices in the rock of our inner Earth are called ROCK FRACTURES.  

The openings and passages that allow natural terrestrial radiation to reach the surface easily.  
Different rock layers have different fields of electrical voltages. When a rock breaks, it causes these 
layers to move, which results in higher concentrations of electromagnetic radiation on the Earth’s  

surface which creates GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES. 
 
 
 

 
 

Rock Faults 
Gigantic volcanoes and tectonic movements of glacial rock may be responsible for FAULTS that emit 

earth radiation, which, under certain circumstances, can cause disease. 
 

FAULTS are interconnected layers of earth that extend over several hundred meters.  
Caused by volcanoes or by glaciers during the Ice Age, FAULTS usually occur in or adjacent to 

medium and high mountains. When different layers of rock merge and react to one another,  
the interaction of varying electrical conditions and terrestrial radiation creates intense 

energetic influences. One will be confronted again with GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES. 
 
 

Based on what individuals have reported experiencing , one can believe that these influences mani-
fest themselves primarily as psychological traits or tendencies. For example, someone who lives on a 

fault may have be inclined toward depression or aggressive behavior.
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Terrestrial Radiation 

 
TERRESTRIAL RADIATION exists everywhere on Earth. Scientists maintain that this radiation is a 

consequence of radioactive elements left over from the earth’s formation. The decay of these  
elements produces gases. Radon, for example, leaks continuously from the ground  

and can be inhaled easily. 
 

TERRESTRIAL RADIATION leads to GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES. 
 

Even after billions of years, radioactive elements formed in the earth’s interior as our planet was born 
still emit radiation because of their extremely long half-lives. In addition to these gases, the earth also 

emits ALPHA and BETA radiation.  
 

ALPHA RADIATION is considered to be quite “safe” because its particles don’t usually penetrate 
deeper than the topmost layers of the skin. BETA RADIATION behaves in a similar fashion, although 

it can cause serious skin irradiations, burns, and cancer with longer exposure. Various types of cancer 
have been observed in cases where BETA RADIATION had penetrated the body. 

 
Radiation intensity is measured in millisievert per year. In Germany, the average terrestrial radiation 
exposure is about 0.4 millisievert per year (mSv/a). According to a study by the WHO (World Health 
Organization), a radiation dose of 50 mSv/a is the highest permissible limit for people who work with 

radiation professionally. An average annual radiation exposure not exceeding 20 mSv is considered to 
be harmless to health. Well one has to be very suspicious about the generosity when it comes to give 

a tag to what is called “safe”. 
 
http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/safety-and-security/radiation-and-health/nuclear-radi-
ation-and-health-effects.aspx 
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Water Veins  
 

WATER VEINS run underground. When we think about the water cycle on earth, we usually think 
about rain, rivers, lakes, and the sea. Rivers, lakes and the sea make up the Earth’s surface water. 

But there is also a great deal of waterunderground. Rainwater seeps into the ground and continues its 
journey underground. If it doesn’t resurface as spring water, then it collects underground to form  

bodies of groundwater. 
 

A WATER VEIN is water that flows underground between layers of rock. WATER VEINS vary in size 
from mere trickles to large scale rivers. Although underground rivers cannot be detected with 

 technical devices, their existence is widely recognized. The assumption that Water Veins emit patho-
genic rays, however, remains controversial. Conventional science, in particular, rejects this theory. 

But other studies have gathered data supporting the idea that WATER VEINS are harmful due to the 
GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES they create. As a consequence chronic illnesses keep stressing the 

human body and seem to not go away. 
 
 
 

Water Veins cross each other 
 

Our basic understanding of WATER VEINS is that they join together when they meet, forming a 
broader stream. But, because there are multiple layers of rock in any given place, they can also  

intersect without joining. As we discussed above, WATER VEINS exist at varying depths.  
This difference in depth allows them to crisscross. Additionally, depending on the inclination of the 
rock layer, they can flow in different or even opposite directions. As the picture above illustrates,  

if we could see through the layers of rock, these intersecting veins would form a cross. 
 

At the point where these WATER VEINS intersect, the effect of the WATER VEINS  
on the Earth’s surface increases significantly and may accelerate the progression of disease.  

It is known as one of the most intense GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES. 
 

Lightning seems to strike more likely where WATER VEINS cross. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This is a simplified representation of a WATER VEIN, which intersects with the CURRY GRID. 
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Water Veins everywhere 

 
In some areas, WATER VEINS are more frequent and their effect is stronger. This is especially true 
for regions with regular rainfall. WATER VEINS are particularly prevalent in mountain areas such as 

the Alps in Europe or the Rockies in the USA. 
 

It’s hard to believe, but in the Sahara there are huge deposits of fossil groundwater. 
WATER VEINS are less common in arid zones, although appearances can be deceptive. 

 
In the Sahara, for example, WATER VEINS are common in the vicinity of wadis, riverbeds which hold 
water during the rainy season. In addition to the surface water or rainwater held in these riverbeds, 

the Sahara also contains vast underground aquifers. Geologists refer to this water as “fossil ground-
water.”  

 
The Nubian Sandstone Aquifer System, one of the two aquifers in the Sahara, is one of the largest in 
the world. It covers just over 850,000 square miles (2.2 million Quadrat Kilometer), spans four coun-

tries, and contains approximately 375,000 km3 of water. 
http://www-naweb.iaea.org/napc/ih/documents/factsheetsPosters/Nubian%20-

%20Transboundary%20Aquifers%20and%20Rivers%20Basins.pdf 
 

Additionally, a recent study by the British Geological Survey estimates “total groundwater storage in 
Africa to be 0.66 million km3”  with anywhere from 3,770 to 21,400 km3 in the Western Sahara alone. 

http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/7/2/024009/meta 
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Water Veins are Harmful 
 
It isn’t possible for us to know precisely how the negative effects of WATER VEINS work. But models 
can give us some idea. One common explanation is that, as water flows between layers of rock un-
derground, it produces friction. In turn, these layers of rock produce electric fields, especially when 

they are under high pressure. These electric fields then cause interference with the natural magnetic 
field of the Earth and produce “turbulence” means GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES.The radiation fields 

from this turbulence then expand beyond the earth’s surface. Another explanation is that the high 
pressure of the water flowing underground causes the release of ions, which are then sent upward. 

 
WATER VEINS are highly energizing - even brief exposure has a strong effect on us. In small doses, 
exposure can be invigorating. In excess, however, exposure can be detrimental not only to humans 
but to all living things. For example, some research studies have indicated that it can cause spiral 

growth and proliferation in trees as well as scoliosis and cancer in humans. 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/0960148194901228 

 
WATER VEINS are located at depths of between 45ft and 3,000ft (15 – 1,000 meters) underground. 

Their effect depends on their size and distance from the Earth’s surface. But even the deepest 
WATER VEINS can impact life above ground. If your home is located over a water vein, the electric 

field of the WATER VEIN will have an effect throughout the home or building even though its intensity 
can vary between rooms and floors. WATER VEINS can affect health quickly. But these effects may 

not become apparent for as many as five years or even more. 
 

WATER VEINS act on the human skeletal system. Since research indicates that they can cause ro-
tary or spiral growth in trees, it takes little imagination to envision what happens to our bones when 
we are exposed to their influence over the course of a whole night - the time when we are the most 

relaxed and vulnerable. Early symptoms which have been related to exposure: 
    Feeling drained in the morning      Restless sleep, bad dreams 

    Constant fatigue, lack of energy     Headaches, migraines 
    Spinal problems      Discomfort in the joints 

    Rheumatic problems      Resistance to therapy 
 

Who sleeps on WATER VEINS, might find help only temporarily from massages and chiropractic 
treatments. 

 
Constant influence of WATER VEINS can lead to fatigue and chronic depression. 

    Chronic organ diseases (lungs, kidneys, liver, stomach, intestines) 
    Circulatory disorders    Cancer 

    Infertility     Miscarriage 
    Resistance to therapy   Depression  

  
Like exposure to other forms of earth radiation, exposure to WATER VEINS can lead t 

o chronic illnesses and can cause most medical treatments to be unsuccessful.  
While patients might show improvement immediately following treatment,  

symptoms often return after several days or as soon as several hours. Depression, which is already 
an effect of exposure, becomes all the more likely to surface because of the stress of chronic illness. 
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How to locate Water Veins 
 

If you have a garden, you may notice that some plants grow and thrive while others do not develop at 
all or even die. Both plants and animals react differently to GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES. Either 

they are radiation seekers or radiation avoiders.  
 

Lilacs, for example, are radiation avoiders. They barely manage to survive exposure to radiation 
fields. If you have a lilac bush in your garden that refuses to thrive, there is a strong possibility that it 
is planted over a WATER VEIN or another form of GEOPATHIC STRESS. Indoor plants can also be 
indicators of WATER VEINS. Does your begonia refuse to flourish or look withered and lackluster? 
Try moving it to another space. Its current location might have radiation. Cats love irradiated areas 

under the influence of WATER VEINS and other GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES. If your cat prefers to 
sleep on your bed even when you aren’t in it, it’s more than likely that your bed is located over a 

WATER VEIN or another source of earth radiation. Cats love WATER VEINS. 
 

If you find none of these indicators in your home but suffer from any of the symptoms listed, it is rec-
ommended either calling a Building Biologist or contacting PROTECT PRO www.protectpro.net. 

 
Have you ever woken up with muscle or joint pain? Do you feel drained even before you start the 
day? Chronic back pain or neck tension can also be signs of exposure to WATER VEINS which  

influence us much in the way they influence trees if we are exposed to them every night. 
 

Humans are GEOPATHIC STRESS avoiders to the most part. Two hundred years ago we were still 
capable of perceiving WATER VEINS and other earth radiation intuitively. Infants and young children 

retain this ability. If you put a baby in an area plagued by GEOPATHIC STRESS, it will try to crawl 
away from it. 

 
There are other ways of checking whether WATER VEINS / GEOPATHIC STRESS are present in 

your home. Professional Building Biologist and Dowsers can be of great assistance. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      Tree growths are a typical indication of 
      WATER VEINS and other types of  

          earth radiation. 
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Studies on Water Veins 
 

Study Gustav Freiherr von Pohl (1929): Cancer houses 
 

In 1929 Gustav Freiherr (Baron) von Pohl investigated WATER VEINS and GEOPATHIC STRESS in 
Vilsbiburg, a small town in Lower Bavaria, Germany with a population of 3,300.  

His goal was to determine in which beds people had died of cancer. During his investigation, he was 
not allowed to speak to any of his subjects and was accompanied by a control group  

continuously. Legal testimony confirms that he didn’t know in advance whether or how many people 
died of cancer in  

Vilsbiburg. Yet, he succeeded in identifying the beds of all the 54 people who had died of cancer (32 
male, 22 female). Von Pohl published his findings in 1932 in a book titled “Erdstrahlen als Krankheit-
serreger – Forschungen auf Neuland” (Earth Currents–Causative Factors of Diseases - Studies in 

Unknown Territory). It was republished in 1978 and is still commercially available. 
 
 

Study by Dr. H. Beitzke (1937) on 450 mice 
 

In 1937 Dr. H. Beitzke, a professor at the Institute of Pathological Anatomy at the University of Graz in 
Austria, studied the effect of water veins on cancer in mice. Beitzke placed half the mice over a water 

vein and the other half in a room free from the influence of water veins. Over a period of thirteen 
months, thirteen of the mice suffered from cancerous tumors of varying size. Twelve of the thirteen 

mice suffering from cancer lived over the water vein while only one lived in the  
uncontaminated room. This study is not available for purchase in hard copy.  

However, thanks to “Geopathology Switzerland” extracts from the 1937 publication of  
Beitzke’s results in the Vienna  

Clinical Weekly are available via this link:  
http://www.geopathologie.ch/pdf/Info_2010_A.pdf 

 
Additional Studies on Harmful Effects of Earth Radiation 

These include studies by Dr. Otto Bergsmann at the University of Vienna (1989),  
Kessler and Kopschina (1992), and Kopschina and Daun (1994).  

 
Stonehenge, England 

Many believe that the energizing effects of many locations around the planet can be  
attributed to intersections of strong WATER VEINS. 

 
Researchers believe that Water Veins are not always harmful. On the contrary,  

they can be revitalizing when exposure to their energy field is limited to short periods of time.  
They become harmful when exposure is excessive  

 
 

As with medicine, dosage is important. Imagine, for example, spending time in the sun. You might 
love to get a good tan and enjoy sunbathing. But, if you doze off, you might well end up with a bad 

sunburn. Sunlight is essential to our health.It allows our bodies to synthesize vitamin D, which in turn 
allows us to absorb calcium. It also boosts our general sense of well-being. But too much sunlight can 

lead to serious problems - not only sunburn, but to possible skin cancer.  
The same principle applies to WATER VEINS. 
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The Impact of Earth Radiation  
 
The consensus about earth rays and their impact remains fraught. Skeptics deny their existence and 
believe they have no effect. Others have dedicated themselves to researching them and believe the 

contrary.  
 

The pathological effects of GEOPATHIC STRESS are not always immediately obvious. They are 
gradual and more insidious. Initial symptoms may arise in the form of disorders of the immune system 

or in an inconspicuous illness that recurs after a short time despite successful therapy and with no  
apparent explanation. If medication and complementary therapies follow a pattern of temporary  

improvement followed by subsequent deterioration in spite of further medical or therapeutic care, then 
you should consider the subtle effect of earth radiation as a possible cause. Often, however, at this 

point damage is extensive and path to recovery may prove long and tedious. 
 

We assume that GEOPATHIC STRESS SYMPTOMS only have a effect when we expose ourselves to 
them for prolonged periods on a daily basis. This applies primarily and especially to exposure in the 
bedroom. When we sleep we usually relax completely, reducing our body functions to a minimum. In 
this condition of recovering the body is very vulnerable and susceptible towards negative influences 
and has little to no defense. This gives the negative effects of earth rays a better chance to influence 
us. In most cases, these influences manifest as sleep disorders (e.g. restless sleep, insomnia, and 
frequent waking). Anyone who wakes up feeling exhausted should investigate his or her sleeping 
quarters. If one sleeps over a source of GEOPATHIC STRESS, more often than not, you will feel  

exhausted in the morning and may experience back or neck pain.  
 

Anyone who has a desk job and sits in the same place for eight or more hours a day should explore 
the possibility of harmful earth radiation. This is especially true if he or she feels tired, drained,  

or exhausted after work, or frequently suffers from headaches or back pain at the end of the day. 
 

One must pay attention how exposed our typical couch and recliner seats are, in which we typically 
spend many hours as well.  

 
Needless to say children are sitting for hours on end on the chairs in schools and people are often 

confined in hopsital beds.  
 

Children and infants still have an “antenna” for earth radiatio. Children are particularly susceptible.  
I.e. when they toss and roll around in bed frequently, it may be an unconscious effort to find a  

stress-free place to sleep. 
 

The effects, of phenomena such as GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES, are subtle and not everyone  
notices them readily. Even if we cannot observe them, they can still affect our health negatively.  

Long exposures can lead to serious symptoms and diseases. 
 

Scientists have observed that it can take up to five years for diseases, such as cancer, to become 
symptomatic. In this context, we can also assume that symptom-free people who have slept in the 

same place for seven years or more without having moved their bed, can be assured that they have 
no unhealthy earth radiation or WATER VEINS in their bedroom. 
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Studies on Earth Rays  
 

All studies conducted by conventional science deny the existence of earth radiation, but there are 
many professionals whose studies have provided convincing evidence that is causes by GEOPATHIC 

STRESS SYMPTOMS. 
 
 

Study by Dr. Otto Bergmann at the University of Vienna (1989) 
Dr. Otto Bergmann, a lung specialist and lecturer at the University of Vienna, conducted a study  

between 1988 and 1989 funded by the Housing Research Fund of the Austrian Federal Ministry of 
Economic Affairs. The study included 985  

subjects in some 6,943 investigations. It revealed that earth radiation affects our bodily functions,  
including pulse rate, heartbeat frequency and electrical skin resistance. Dr. Bergmann published the 

results in his 1990 book:  
Risikofaktor Standort – Rutengängerzone und Mensch (Risk Factor Location–Dowsing Zones and 

Man). 
 

Study by Kessler and Kopschina (1992) 
Dr. Rudolf Kessler and Andreas Kopschina (a naturopath and geopathologist) conducted a study of 
52 patients in 1992, for which they received a research grant from the Association of German Natur-
opaths . Both their study and an additional study by Kopschina and Daun (discussed below) clearly 

demonstrate that chronic or recurrent diseases have a direct  
correlation to the presence of geopathic stresses in bedrooms. 

The text of the study is available in German on the website of the German Professional Association of 
Geopathologists and Building Biologists at  

http://www.geopathologie.de/studien/studie-1. 
 

Study of Kopschina and Daun (1994):  
“Die krankmachende Wirkung geopathischer Belastung” (“The pathogenic effect of geopathic stress”). 
Andreas Kopschina conducted this additional study of 8,200 patients in collaboration with naturopaths 

Wolfgang and  
Ursula Daun, for which the authors received both the 1994 research award from the Foundation of 
German Naturopaths and the gold medal of merit in 1998.The text of the study is available on the 

website of the German Professional  
Association of Geopathologists and Building Biologists at  

http://www.geopathologie.de/studien/studie-2 
 
 

What do Dr. Carstens and Paracelsus have in common? 
In 1985 Dr. Veronika Carstens, wife of the former German President Karl Carstens, published a study 
documenting the spontaneous healing of 700 terminal cancer patients after they relocated their beds 
to an area free from GEOPATHIC STRESS. The body, she argues, has great self-healing potential, 

which we can tap into by treating the root cause of an  
illness rather than its symptoms. Her study demonstrates the importance of a sleeping environment 

free from geopathic and electromagnetic interference and radiation fields. Paracelsus, a famous 
Swiss healer in the middle ages, anticipated her convictions when he wrote, “A sick bed is a sure way 
to ruin your health.” While he was not referring to electrosmog a far more recent phenomenon — one 

tends to believe he already knew about or intuited the negative effects of  
GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES and WATER VEINS. 
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Harmful Earth Radiation 
 

At a picnic in the park, this brief exposure to radiation is not unhealthy but inspirational. We enjoy the 
outdoors and like to go for long walks or hikes, after which we may experience a calming sense of  
atigue. Despite our exertion and need for rest, we usually recover from these excursions feeling  

refreshed. We believe that the influence of earth radiation is  
responsible for this feeling. Exposure, in this context, can be invigorating and energizing.  

 
As with any good medicine, however, earth radiation can be harmful if the dosage is excessive.  

As Paracelsus said 500 years ago, “Dose and duration make the poison.” 
 

Logically, then, we can conclude that it is not good to have a bed or workplace over any source of 
earth radiation because long-term, continuous exposure can lead to unwanted illness.  

This is especially true for sleeping quarters, where the state of deep relaxation we achieve makes us 
especially susceptible to negative external influences. 
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Geopathic Stress Zone Seekers and Avoiders? 
Over thoussands of years man has observed animals and plants and detected behaviour patterns 

which indicate an avoidance or a seeking in regards to GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES. 
 

Animals 
Animals which typically try to avoid GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES: 

Dogs, horses, pigs seek Badgers, ducks, pheasants, foxes, chickens, dogs, rabbits, mice, guinea 
pigs, horses, deer, cattle, sheep, swallows, pigs, storks, pigeons, birds, deer, and goats. 

 
In the past, farmers sent their pigs onto the land on which they were planning to build a home.  

The place they chose to settle needed to be a good place. Their behavior assured farmers that they 
could build without worrying about harmful influences. 

 
Animals which are typically seekers of GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES: 

Just as the sunlight is vital for us, there are animals for whom geopathic stress is essential and highly 
desirable. If you have a cat whose favorite place to sleep is your bed then you can assume that your 
sleeping place lacks harmony. This is because cats are radiation seekers and love geopathic stress. 

Other radiation seekers include: bees, wasps, rabbit,  
hornets, owls, snakes, mosquitoes, ants, moles, turtles, beavers, and most other insects. 

 
Plants 

Plants which typically want to grow in GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES: 
Trees:  

Ash, willow, oak, pine, apricot, larch, poplar, alder, maple, chestnut, plum, and peach 
Bushes:  

Ivy, hazelnut, elderberry, mistletoe, sea buckthorn, holly, belladonna, frankincense, juniper, cypress. 
Radiation-seeking medicinal plants include: verbena, marjoram (oregano), herb of grace, wolf trapp, 
fenugreek, calamus, fever clover, thistle, coltsfoot, mugwort, butterbur, nux vomica, foxglove, hem-

lock, bracken and nettles. . 
 

Plants which typically can not grow in GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES: 
With the exception of asparagus, all vegetables are radiation avoiders. 

Trees: 
Apple, birch, pear, beech, pine, cherry, lime, apricot, walnut, sycamore, pine, elm, linden room,  

and plum. 
 

Shrubs and bushes: 
Barberry, blackberry, honeysuckle, lilac, blackcurrant, buckthorn, gooseberry, and hawthorn. 

 
Flowers and Herbs: 

Aster, azalea, begonia, geranium, cactus, mimosa, carnation, primrose, rose, sunflower, violet,  
and vine. 

 

People 
Most people are radiation avoiders. Saying that, there are people who have lived under a high voltage 

line all their lives and have never been sick, one could suspect that some people may be seekers 
GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES. 
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